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Prestige and individuality ruled the day. The Jeep Brand lineup grew to include 14 models â€”
for work, play, recreation and luxuriously capable transportation. Willys Motors introduced the
two-wheel drive Fleetvan was designed for light-duty, multi-stop applications such as postal
delivery and ice-cream trucks. Practical was the operative word for the FJ platform. The
FJ-Series was efficient, rugged and highly maneuverable. This step-van featured sliding doors
that were easy to enter from either side. The first version was a right-hand-drive U. Post Office
model that allowed the driver to operate the vehicle standing up for easier operation. The
slightly longer FJ-3A featured a long overhang with an overall length of inches vs inches for the
FJ In , a new FJ-6 version was built on the CJ-6 platform. Replacing the Willys utility wagon
lines, the Wagoneer was designed to provide passenger-car styling, comfort, and convenience
with the advantages of four-wheel drive 4WD. The revolutionary Wagoneer was filled with
innovation and industry firsts: the first automatic transmission in a 4x4 vehicle; the first
overhead-cam six-cylinder truck engine, the first 4x4 vehicle with an independent front
suspension; the first automatic full-time 4x4 system. Styled by the famed industrial designer
Brooks Steven, the Wagoneer captured the public imagination with its modern styling and good
looks. The SJ line was in production for more than 28 years with only minor technical changes
and when production endedâ€”was the longest continuous automotive production run, on the
same platform, in U. The Wagoneer was renamed the Grand Wagoneer in to coincide with the
introduction of the downsized Wagoneer and Cherokee XJ models. The Gladiator full-size
pickup trucks shared the same platform, front-end styling, and powertrain as the Wagoneer. The
Gladiator was available in either inch J or inch J form, and featuring a Dana 20 transfer case and
Dana 44s front and rear. A tougher independent front suspension was available on half-ton
trucks until but used a beefier 44IFS front differential. Available configurations included:
Thriftside narrow box , Townside wide box , Chassis or Cab; Stake Bed; Wrecker; and
Chassis-mounted campers with extended wheelbases. The Gladiator name was dropped in ,
after which the pickup line was known as the J-Series through Tuxedo Park IV models included
a chrome front bumper, hood badges, windshield hinges, taillamps, hubcaps with a "Jeep"
emblem, column shift, four-wheel drive and a horsepower V6 engine option. The J featured a
inch wheelbase, and the J had a inch wheelbase. They were available in two or four-wheel drive
configurations. In , the J Truck inch featured stout Dana 44 front and Dana 53 axles with 4. The J
Series pickup featured a new front clip, along inch wheelbase. This brute featured a 19 spline
Dana 44 front axle with D44, D53 or D60 rear. The standard powerplant was the V6 engine.
Available options included a power takeoff, dumper body, snowplow, wrecker package and
front-mounted winch. A J Camper Special edition was available that could mount a living-space
camper on the truck pickup body. This package featured a payload capacity of pounds,
extra-heavy-duty suspension, four-speed all-synchro transmission, heavy-duty cooling and ply
tires. It featured a single-speed transfer case for all-weather capability. The M was an adaptation
of the Gladiator pickup truck, becoming the first tactical vehicle built primarily from civilian
components. Top speed was 55 mph. The front grille fenders, hood, doors and cab were
stamped from Gladiator dies, with modifications to the upper part of the cab and doors as well
as the fender cutouts. The cargo box was an entirely military design. During the late s, Kaiser
detected a growing interest in leisure time use of 4x4 vehicles and capitalized on it with the
introduction of a new series called Jeepster Commando. The C inch wheelbase was built on a
CJ-6 chassis with four body optionsâ€”roadster, pickup, power-top convertible and station
wagon F. Fewer than were ever produced and are much sought-after among collectors. Several
special editions of the Jeepster Commando were produced. Skip to main content. Shopping
Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Badge of Honor. Overview s s s s
s s s s s. Inspired Design Continues. Learn More. M Disclosure Jeep M cargo truck. Disclosure
M cargo truck. Disclosure SC-1 Jeepster Commando. Find Your Country. Contact Us. Site Map.
Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional
equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may
change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you
encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to They were the first mass-market
all-steel station wagons designed and built as a passenger vehicle. With over , wagons and its
variants built in the U. For some time after the introduction of a four-wheel drive option, the
2WD was sold as "Station Wagon", while the 4WD was marketed as "Utility Wagon". The Jeep
Wagon was assembled in several international markets under various forms of joint ventures ,
licenses , or knock-down kits. The Jeep Wagon was designed in the mids by industrial designer
Brooks Stevens. The steel body was efficient to mass-produce, easier to maintain and safer
than the real wood-bodied station wagon versions at the time. The Jeep Wagon was the first
Willys product with independent front suspension. Barney Roos , Willys' chief engineer,
developed a system based on a transverse seven-leaf spring. The system, called "Planadyne"

by Willys, was similar in concept to the "planar" suspension Roos had developed for
Studebaker in the mids. In the U. In the s a version based on the US version was introduced. A
truck version, the Pick Up, was introduced in Both models were offered with an inline-six engine
which was the first gasoline engine manufactured in Brazil. They were available in RWD or 4X4
configuration. The Rural was discontinued in and the F in From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 15 October Retrieved 5 October Retrieved 6 December
Technical Manual. Washington: Departments of the Army and the Air Force. Retrieved 24 May
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Brooks Stevens [1]. Mid-size sport utility vehicle. AM General.
Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ.
Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. The Jeep
Gladiator , Jeep Pickup or J-series is a series of full-size pickup trucks based on the large Jeep
SJ Wagoneer platform, which was built and sold under numerous marques from to The
Gladiator was the basis of the first post-war U. Army trucks designed to be civilian vehicles and
adapted to military use. The Gladiator nameplate was revived on a midsize pickup truck based
on the fourth-generation Jeep Wrangler JL. Introduced in for the model year , the Gladiator was
a conventional body on frame pickup design that shared its basic frame architecture and front
end with the Jeep Wagoneer four-wheel-drive station wagon. Gladiator trucks were available as:
Cab and Chassis; Wrecker; Stake Bed; and chassis -mounted campers with extended
wheelbases. It was the first production overhead cam engine in an American light truck or SUV
and one of the first OHC engines offered by an American manufacturer. Further innovations for
four-wheel-drive pickups included optional automatic transmission an industry first , as well as
power brakes, power steering, and just like early post-war Jeeps a power take-off for numerous
accessories that included snow plows and push plates. In all RWD two-wheel drive versions,
except for the J panel delivery, were dropped due to poor sales. For , the flared-fender Thriftside
models were dropped while a new camper option was added for the J The Jeep trucks moved to
all AMC engines to improve performance and standardize production and servicing. This was
the truck's first styling change since its introduction. An AMC badge was also added on the
grille. The Gladiator name was dropped after , after which the line was known simply as the
Jeep pickup, or J-series. The pickups were designated as J and J models the series was
dropped in until , then as J10 and J20 models from to The AMC cu in 5. The model designations
were simplified for , with the J and the J, which designate wheelbase, being swapped out for the
J and J, designating payload capacity. Larger brakes were made standard and the turning
radius reduced. The Quadra-Trac system was now available with all engines. These engines are
known for their toughness and excellent power output. From to a rebodied version of the J was
built and sold as the Jeep CJ , featuring a CJ-like nose and cab, as well as a very boxy
redesigned rear truck-bed, somewhat resembling that of a Land-Rover. Chrysler bought out
AMC in The full-size Jeep Pickup line was not only an aging model, but also competed directly
with the broader range of Dodge trucks. Chrysler discontinued the full-size Jeep trucks, but
continued to build the luxurious and highly profitable Grand Wagoneer , which shared the
chassis with the large pickups. After the Chrysler buyout, the compact Jeep Comanche pickup
based on the Jeep Cherokee XJ platform received only minor changes and its production
continued until Military versions of the civilian Jeep pickup included the M and M, built from to
They were built under contract for nations in addition to the United States. The Swedish Air
Force acquired Gladiator vehicles in the early s. The vehicles were modified to be used by
aircraft groundcrew for mobile flight line operations in the Swedish Bas 90 system, and could
carry trailers with equipment and tow aircraft. It is often informally referred to as "The Dallas
Jeep". Many of these vehicles fell into the hands of the various competing Lebanese militias,
who either used them for logistical and transport operations or modified them to be used as
technicals , fitted with Heavy machine guns or Anti-Aircraft Autocannons. From the "Honcho"
trim package was offered on the J10 pickup. It consisted of bold striping and decals, and was
offered with factory extras such as the Levi's interior or a roll bar. The content of the Honcho
package varied from year to year, but "always included the wide-track look of the Cherokee
Chief. The Honcho was one in a series of special decal packages offered for J-Series trucks in
the mid to late s, which included the â€” Golden Eagle [14] and the "" version which offered an
optional Citizens' Band radio along with the decals. The Honcho package was only available on
the sportside stepside and short bed trucks. Between and , only 1, of the sportside versions
were produced. Decal packages were available for many of Jeep's vehicles in the s, including a
package for the Jeep Cherokee called the Cherokee Chief. The model year Laredo package was
perhaps the most luxurious one, including leather bucket seats, and leather-wrapped steering

wheel, chrome interior trim, and a state-of-the-art Alpine sound system. Jeep has shown
numerous concept pickup trucks, and officials at the automaker have "expressed interest in
putting such a vehicle into production. A production-ready version of a Jeep Scrambler pickup
was shown in at the North American Dealers Association, but was pulled after a few hours.
According to Motor Trend , there might be a "production Jeep pickup truck in the works". In late
a new Jeep Gladiator concept was introduced. While not officially intended to be sold, it was
used as a demonstration "that a Jeep pickup was in the dark recesses of DaimlerChrysler's
brain trust. The Gladiator concept features an open-air canvas roof, fold-down windshield ,
removable doors, and has an expandable truck bed. The Gladiator has a 2. The truck has a
6-speed manual transmission. Ground clearance is A "midgate" made the concept Gladiator
truck closer to an imitation of the Chevrolet Avalanche , "than an attempt to revive its
namesake's glory. At the Jeep Safari in Moab, Utah, Jeep revealed seven new concepts
including a Crew Chief pickup with four-doors and a 5-foot cargo bed. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Series of Jeep pickup trucks. For other uses, see Gladiator disambiguation.
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jeep J20 Pickup. AM General. Compact SUV. Jeepster
VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Full-size
pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Forward Control. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler
JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact
crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee
KL. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size
SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size
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Gladiator JT. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. John Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson had just won the Presidency with one of the smallest margins in history. And the
Willys-Overland company were producing the coolest 4x4's the country had yet to see, the FC
Forward Control By this time Jeep was a household name, bearing the iconic 7 slot grills,
notably represented as being the first vehicle to ever traverse all 7 continents. Willys produced
utility vehicles that remained almost unchanged since As the marketplace grew more
competitive in the s, management developed a new range of modern cab and body trucks.
Designer Brooks Stevens used styling cues from full-size cab-over-engine trucks. Engineering
was based on existing CJ Regular pickup box beds were standard, but customers were offered
a large number of "Jeep approved" specialized bodies from outside suppliers. These ranged
from simple flatbeds to complete tow trucks, fire trucks, and of course, dump trucks. What you
see before you is a shining example, and arguably one of the coolest dump trucks on the planet
As we walk around the exterior with our mouths agape at the sheer cool factor, we can't help
but notice how well kept this old Jeep is. Undergoing a full resotration between , the exterior
shines in the sun. The previous owner that restored it did it much justice by bringing it back to
original 's Fountain Green Poly on Plantation White two â€” tone. It's running on the stock
drivetrain, and from what we know, this was a factory built dump truck. Looking at the before
and after pictures below, you'll see that he did extensive metal work to bring this beatiful
machine back to life. Cab corners were patched in, along with full sets of new wheel wells, hand
built by Dan himself! He was able to keep the original glass, and it shows just the perfect patina
on the driver side vent window, and along the driver side edge of the windshield. The rest of the
glass is great, aside from some light scratching on the driver door glass from cranking up and
down for 56 years. He was able to use a lacquer paint on the exterior, and it shows so much
originality it's hard to believe. Personally, I call that patina, and feel it makes it look just that
much more original. This is just one of those trucks you can't help but take a second, or even
third glance at as it passes by. Part of the restoration included the new wood box for the dump
bed, using all new planking and bolts to really make it stand out. He opted against any paint or
stain for the box, and we're sure glad he did! The restoraton didn't stop at the box however, as
he also stripped down the frame rails and gave them a fresh coat of black paint. All of the dump

mechanicals work great, but we do note a bit of rub on the box frame and truck frame upon
intial ascent. We can help simplify and expedite the selling process; if you choose to accept our
purchase offer, we will have you paid same-day! We buy classics from any location in the US in
all states of repair. From long-shot project condition to concourse-quality, our goal is to make
the sale of your vehicle an enjoyable and rewarding experience. Drivetrain Engine Type:.
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you choose to accept our purchase offer, we will have you paid same-day! Copyright Evolve
Motors. All Rights Reserved. Sitemap Privacy Policy. Speed Digital. Get a Quote. Prestige and
individuality ruled the day. The Jeep Brand lineup grew to include 14 models â€” for work, play,
recreation and luxuriously capable transportation. Willys Motors introduced the two-wheel drive
Fleetvan was designed for light-duty, multi-stop applications such as postal delivery and
ice-cream trucks. Practical was the operative word for the FJ platform. The FJ-Series was
efficient, rugged and highly maneuverable. This step-van featured sliding doors that were easy
to enter from either side. The first version was a right-hand-drive U. Post Office model that
allowed the driver to operate the vehicle standing up for easier operation. The slightly longer
FJ-3A featured a long overhang with an overall length of inches vs inches for the FJ In , a new
FJ-6 version was built on the CJ-6 platform. Replacing the Willys utility wagon lines, the
Wagoneer was designed to provide passenger-car styling, comfort, and convenience with the
advantages of four-wheel drive 4WD. The revolutionary Wagoneer was filled with innovation and
industry firsts: the first automatic transmission in a 4x4 vehicle; the first overhead-cam
six-cylinder truck engine, the first 4x4 vehicle with an independent front suspension; the first
automatic full-time 4x4 system. Styled by the famed industrial designer Brooks Steven, the
Wagoneer captured the public imagination with its modern styling and good looks. The SJ line
was in production for more than 28 years with only minor technical changes and when
production endedâ€”was the longest continuous automotive production run, on the same
platform, in U. The Wagoneer was renamed the Grand Wagoneer in to coincide with the
introduction of the downsized Wagoneer and Cherokee XJ models. The Gladiator full-size
pickup trucks shared the same platform, front-end styling, and powertrain as the Wagoneer. The
Gladiator was available in either inch J or inch J form, and featuring a Dana 20 transfer case and
Dana 44s front and rear. A tougher independent front suspension was available on half-ton
trucks until but used a beefier 44IFS front differential. Available configurations included:
Thriftside narrow box , Townside wide box , Chassis or Cab; Stake Bed; Wrecker; and
Chassis-mounted campers with extended wheelbases. The Gladiator name was dropped in ,
after which the pickup line was known as the J-Series through Tuxedo Park IV models included
a chrome front bumper, hood badges, windshield hinges, taillamps, hubcaps with a "Jeep"
emblem, column shift, four-wheel drive and a horsepower V6 engine option. The J featured a
inch wheelbase, and the J had a inch wheelbase. They were available in two or four-wheel drive
configurations. In , the J Truck inch featured stout Dana 44 front and Dana 53 axles with 4. The J
Series pickup featured a new front clip, along inch wheelbase. This brute featured a 19 spline
Dana 44 front axle with D44, D53 or D60 rear. The standard powerplant was the V6 engine.
Available options included a power takeoff, dumper body, snowplow, wrecker package and
front-mounted winch. A J Camper Special edition was available that could mount a living-space
camper on the truck pickup body. This package featured a payload capacity of pounds,
extra-heavy-duty suspension, four-speed all-synchro transmission, heavy-duty cooling and ply
tires. It featured a single-speed transfer case for all-weather capability. The M was an adaptation
of the Gladiator pickup truck, becoming the first tactical vehicle built primarily from civilian
components. Top speed was 55 mph. The front grille fenders, hood, doors and cab were
stamped from Gladiator dies, with modifications to the upper part of the cab and doors as well
as the fender cutouts. The cargo box was an entirely military design. During the late s, Kaiser
detected a growing interest in leisure time use of 4x4 vehicles and capitalized on it with the
introduction of a new series called Jeepster Commando. The C inch wheelbase was built on a
CJ-6 chassis with four body optionsâ€”roadster, pickup, power-top convertible and station
wagon F. Fewer than were ever produced and are much sought-after among collectors. Several
special editions of the Jeepster Commando were produced. We use cookies to ensure that we
give you the best experience on our website. Our website uses cookies, which could include
also third party cookies, to send advertising that is relevant to you. I Accept. Skip to main
content. More room for adventure. Available late Learn More. Skip to Navigation. Badge of
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